ABSTRACT Seinosuke Toda introduced the class Mid P of functions that yield the middle element in the set of output values over all paths of nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machines. We de ne two related classes: Med P consists of those functions that yield the middle element in the ordered sequence of output values of nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machines (i.e. we take into account that elements may occur with multiplicities greater than one). Med P consists of those functions that yield the middle element of all accepting paths (in some resonable encoding) of nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machines. We exhibit similarities and di erences between these classes and completely determine the inclusion structure between these classes and some well-known other classes of functions like Valiant's # P and K obler, Sch oning, and Tor an's span-P, that holds under general accepted complexity theoretic assumptions such as the counting hierarchy doesn't collapse. Our results help in clarifying the status of Toda's very important class Mid P in showing that it is closely related to the class PP NP .
Introduction
The class PP is de ned via nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machines.
A language A belongs to PP, if there exists such a machine M such that for every input x, x 2 A if and only if more than half of the paths of the computation of M on x are accepting if and only if the middle element of the 0-1-output sequence in nondecreasing order is 1. If we generalize this de nition to Turing machines which output arbitrary integer values on their paths, we are led to the natural class of functions Med P.
Toda 14 de ned a similar class Mid P by considering the median of the set of all output values of machines as above. In constrast, Med P is de ned by the middle element of sequences, i.e. we take into account that elements may appear with multiplicity greater than 1 in the set of output values.
A third possibility to de ne median functions by taking the median of all accepting paths leads to the class Med P which is included in Med P and Mid P.
In this paper, we systematically study these complexity classes of functions, exhibit their similarities and di erences, and completely determine (at least under reasonable and widely believed complexity theoretic assumptions) the inclusion structure between these classes and some other well known classes of functions.
Our motivation to do so is the following: First, our results will show that the de nition of Toda's class is less robust than one might have expected. Second, we think that our class Med P captures a natural notion of computing middle elements; think for example of the middle number of points achieved in an examination, where of course multiplicites should be considered. Moreover, it can be shown that a number of natural complete problems for Med P exist, 21 even under a stricter reducibility notion than Krentel's metric reductions. 11 We rst show that a result analogous to Toda's main theorem 14 holds also for Med P and Med P: FP # P = FP Mid P = FP Mid P 1] = FP Med P = FP Med P 1] = FP Med P = FP Med P 1], that is, given as an oracle to an FP-computation, all three classes have the same power. We show that an analogous result holds also for other classes of the form FP F where F is any class of the polynomial hierarchy of counting functions. 23 At rst sight, this is maybe not too surprising, since the di erences between Mid P on the one side and Med P and Med P on the other side seem to be only minor. But we then show, that the classes indeed have very di erent properties: We show that Med P is included in both other classes and even that Mid P is a kind of relativization of Med P with NP-oracles. We show that Med P contains Valiant's class # P and even the class Gap-P (see Ref.
3), while span-P (see Ref. 8) , a superclass of # P, is only contained in Mid P. These and some other results lead us to the inclusion structure between the classes under consideration given in Fig. 1 .
We then show, that all these inclusions are strict and no more inclusions hold, unless some complexity classes collapse which are widely believed not to, e.g. the second level of the polynomial time hierarchy is contained in PP or the counting hierarchy 22;17 collapses. Moreover, for any two classes of the gure, we present an oracle separating them. The approach we choose is the following: When we want to separate two classes of functions F 1 and F 2 , we look for an operator O, taking the two classes and transforming them (relativizable) into other classes O F 1 and O F 2 which we know are di erent (or at least are commonly believed to be di erent).
Thus, also F 1 and F 2 are di erent, since if F 1 = F 2 then also O F 1 = O F 2 contradicting our knowledge or beliefs. If there exists an oracle separating O F 1 and O F 2 , then any technique that proves F 1 = F 2 will not relativize. We think that this in a sense \algebraic" approach to the examination of relationships between complexity classes is preferable to the usual \if something is equal, then something happens" theorems because it not only presents implicational propositions but also the reasons why these implications hold.
We believe that our paper helps to clarify the status of Toda's class Mid P which is a very important class but surely not the only interesting class of median functions. As we mentioned at the beginning of the introduction and as will be shown formally in the following, Med P is comparable in complexity to the class PP while Toda's class Mid P is very similar to PP NP . Nevertheless, both classes given as oracles to a P or FP computation have the same power, namely the power of a PP-oracle. Thus, in this context the di erence between Med P and Mid P disappears. The reason for this is that it is known 16 that FP # P = FP # PH which implies FP PP = FP PP NP .
Preliminaries
Our notion of middle elements with or without multiplicities is made precise in the following de nitions.
Let FP denote the class of functions computable deterministically in polynomial time. We remark that we admit (reasonably encoded) negative numbers. Thus, functions from FP map integers to integers. Following Toda, 14 we will write Mid P and Med P in the case F = FP. It is obvious, that Med P (Mid P, resp.) is the class of functions that yield the middle element in the sequence (set, resp.) of the outputs over all paths of a polynomial time metric Turing machine, 11;14 i.e. a nondeterministic machine that produces an output on every computation path. If there is a relation in that way between such a machine M and a function f from Med P or Mid P, we say that f is computed by M.
Classes of the form Med F are examined structurally in a paper by the same authors 20 ; and there the following is proved:
We will abbreviate the class of the last proposition by Med k P. Moreover, we will use the abbreviation Mid k P for Mid Mid Mid P (k times), for which it can be shown, using methods from Ref. 20 2.6 Proposition. Med P Med P \ Mid P. Proof. Let f 2 Med P and let f(x) be de ned to be the middle element of the set y g 1 (x) y g 2 (x)^(x; y) 2 A for A 2 P and g 1 ; g 2 2 FP. De ne a machine M, which on input x guesses a y, g 1 (x) y g 2 (x). If (x; y) 2 A, then M prints y, otherwise M branches again and prints g 1 (x) ? 1 and g 2 (x) + 1 on two di erent paths. In this section we show that our classes of median functions allow simulations of di erent powerful counting processes. We show that Med P contains Valiant's class # P of functions counting accepting paths of nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machines, 19 whereas Mid P also contains the class span-P of functions counting the number of di erent output values over all paths of nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machines. 8 Since in later sections we will see that this cannot be improved (in the sense that it is unlikely that Med P contains span-P), we thus point out that Mid P in a sense is a more powerful class than Med P. Then we have the following result, whose proof follows an idea of J. K obler:
4.3 Theorem.
1. # P Med P Med P.
2. span-P = # NP Mid P.
Proof. To prove # P Med P let B 2 P, let g 2 FP and let f( 4.4 Corollary.
1. Gap-P Med P Med P.
2. # P NP = # co-NP span-P ? FP Mid P.
As a last remark in this section, we want to point out that by a simple inductive argument Theorem 4.3, Statement 1, can be generalized to other classes of the polynomial time hierarchy of counting functions. This hierarchy was de ned by Wagner 23 to consist of the classes 0 # P = def FP; and (i + 1) # P = def # P i # P for i 0:
4.5 Corollary. k # P Med k P.
Characterizations of FP # P
Toda 14 gave the following interesting characterization of P # P and FP # P : He proved that a language in P # P or a function in FP # P can be decided or computed by asking one query to a function from Mid P; and that on the other hand, Mid P functions are in FP # P ; thus FP # P = FP Mid P = FP Mid P 1]: We now give a corresponding result for the class Med P. We use the well-known fact that the language class PP (see Refs. 13 and 4) is of the same power as the function class # P when given as an oracle to an FP-computation. PP turns out to be a very robust class. Besides the de nition given in the introduction it has the following characterization: A language A belongs to PP if and only if there exist f 2 # P and g 2 FP such that x 2 A () f(x) g(x). This immediately implies the just mentioned results FP # P = FP PP . 
Relationships to Classes of Languages
Up to now, we have shown the inclusions given in Fig. 1 . Med P NP FP PP follows by a relativization of Med P FP PP and the result PP NP P PP (see Ref. 15) . Now it will be our goal to show that (under reasonable complexity theoretic assumptions) all the above inclusions are strict and there are no additional inclusions between the considered classes. Our general outline will be as follows:
Suppose F 1 and F 2 are two function classes which we want to separate. Then we will present an operator O, transforming function classes into language classes which clearly exhibits the di erences between F 1 and F 2 by transforming them into classes O F 1 = K 1 and O F 2 = K 2 which are far away from each other. To be more speci c, we will introduce the operator S and show that S Med P = PP and S Mid P = PP NP . Since we know that there exists an oracle separating PP and PP NP , we also have an oracle that separates Med P from Mid P. This could be taken as evidence that Med P 6 Mid P. To be more accurate, it states that no relativizable proof technique can be used to show Med P Mid P. (Note, that the transformations under all operators we use are themselves relativizable.)
We start by introducing our operator S:
6.1 De nition. Let 6.2 Theorem.
1. S FP X = P X for every (function or set) class X.
2. S # P = S Gap-P = S Med P = S Med P = PP.
3. S span-P = S Mid P = S Med P NP = PP NP .
Proof.
1. is obvious. Surely, le; gr 2 # P, and x 2 A () gr(x) > le(x). Thus, 3 A 2 PP.
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3. A direct relativization of S Med P = PP yields S Med P NP = PP NP , and PP NP S # NP can be found in the literature. 22 2 6.3 Corollary.
1. If Med P NP = FP # P , then PP NP = P PP .
2. If span-P ? FP Med P, then PP = PP NP .
It is not hard to see that these inclusions imply in the rst case that the inclusion chain PP NP PP PH MidbitP P PP collapses to PP NP contradicting our beliefs. (For the class MidbitP see Ref. 6 and 10 . Note that the above collapse would also imply that MidbitP is closed unter intersection, which is still open. 6 ) Moreover, 5 there is an oracle separating PP PH and P PP . In the second case we have the implication that the second level of the polynomial time hierarchy is contained in PP, contradicting some relativized worlds, see e. g. Ref.
1. Thus, under generally accepted assumptions, all inclusions indicated in Fig. 1 by vertical lines are strict.
Next, we turn to the inclusions depicted by diagonal lines. Using operators from the literature, 18;12 we give evidence that they are strict. 6.5 Proposition.
1. U Gap-P = X Gap-P = XP.
2. U (span-P ? FP) = X (span-P ? FP) = XP NP .
Additionally, we now show:
6.6 Theorem. U Med P = XP and U Med P = PP.
Proof. PP U Med P is a simple consequence of the de nition of PP. U Med P PP follows from 6.2, since obviously U F S F. XP U Med P is a simple consequences of the de nition of XP and Corollary 4.4. We now prove U Med P XP:
Let A 2 U Med P. Then, there exist B 2 P, g 1 ; g 2 2 FP such that c A (x) = med y g 1 (x) y g 2 (x)^(x; y) 2 B . De ne h 1 (x) = y g 1 (x) y 0^(x; y) 2 B h 2 (x) = y 1 y g 2 (x)^(x; y) 2 B Thus, if x 2 A, then h 2 (x) 2 fh 1 (x)+1; h 1 (x)+2g and therefore h 2 (x)?h 1 (x)+1 2 f2; 3g; and if x 6 2 A, then h 2 (x) 2 fh 1 (x)?1; h 1 (x)g and therefore h 2 (x)?h 1 (x)+1 2 f0; 1g. Obviously, h 2 ?h 1 + 1 2 Gap-P. Now it follows 9;3 that A 2 Gap-Few = XP. 2 6.7 Corollary. U Mid P = XP NP and U Med P NP = PP NP .
Proof. The second equality is a direct relativization of the previous result. The rst equality follows from U Mid P U Med P NP , relativizing the previous result, and XP NP = X # P NP = X # NP and Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.4.
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Next, we examine the operator X:
6.8 Theorem. X Med P = X Med P = X Mid P = X Med P NP = P PP . Proof.
X Med P = U (Med P ? Med P) by De nition of U and X = U FP PP by Theorem 5.1 = P PP The proofs for the other cases follow, since all considered classes lie between X Med P and P PP .
Taken together, these results imply the following corollaries: 6.9 Corollary. The following statements are equivalent:
1. Gap-P = Med P. 2. Med P = Med P. 3. The counting hierarchy collapses to XP. 4. The hierarchy of counting functions collapses to Gap-P.
Proof. From the previous results, we get 1. If Gap-P = Med P, then XP = P PP . 2. If Med P = Med P, then XP = PP. From 1 or 2, we therefore conclude that XP = PP. Since XP is low for PP (see Ref. 3) , this implies that the hierarchy of counting functions collapses to Gap-P and the counting hierarchy to XP. This in turn implies Gap-P = FP PP and therefore also statements 1 and 2.
Thus, we now have that if any inclusion depicted in Fig. 1 by a diagonal line is not strict, then the counting hierarchy collapses at least to XP NP . Moreover, if any additional inclusions not given in that Figure hold, e.g. Med P Mid P, then again the counting hierarchy collapses to XP NP . Observe that the above mentioned oracle results 1;5 separate the counting hierarchy from XP NP . Thus, for any two classes from Fig. 1 , we have an oracle separating them.
Our transformations of function classes to language classes are summarized in Fig. 2 . Since every line for an inclusionsship between function classes is crossed at least once by a dotted line we have evidence that every inclusion given is strict. 
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